. Thus, the P cell's first stage of lateral inhibition is spectrally unselective. Conceivably, amacrine cells could provide the P cell with a spectrally selective surround. However, the actual connections reconstructed from electron micrographs indicate that this is unlikely. An amacrine cell process contacted by a midget bipolar cell usually returns a contact to the same bipolar cell and also contacts the midget ganglion cell ( Figures 3A and 4) . Therefore, local amacrine cell inhibition to the P cell is spectrally identical to local excitation. Amacrine cell processes traced laterally from their contacts at a midget bipolar-to-ganglion cell junction collect from all bipolar cell terminals within their reach (Calkins and Sterling, 1996) . Thus, the P cell's second stage of lateral inhibition is also spectrally unselective. large expanses of retina, the P cell's center is spectrally unselective. encompassed by a much broader surround region. In the receptive field center, cone signals tend to be strongly correlated because of correlations in the visual image, and summing these signals improves the cell's signalbecause its excitatory input derives from a single cone ( Figure 1D ). But beyond this, the P cell's dendritic arbor to-noise ratio (Tsukamoto et al., 1990 ). In the surround, cone signals are partially correlated with the center, expands. Initially, it forms two dendritic clusters, coupling to two midget bipolar cell terminals, and finally it especially for low spatial frequencies, and subtracting these signals reduces the spatially redundant informaspans more than 100 m, encompassing about 20 midget bipolar cell terminals ( Figure 5 ; Dacey, 1993a).
tion (Srinivasan et al., 1982) . This dual filtering of high (center) and low (surround) frequencies optimizes a spaThe P cell's dendritic field in the periphery contains "holes" that were thought to represent sites where bipotial signal to fill the P cell's coding capacity. This circuit design makes perfect sense for a ganglion cell that samlar cell terminals from one cone type might avoid contact ( Figure 5B ; Dacey, 1993a). But it is apparent that the ples with the highest spatial density at all retinal locations and thus sets the limit to spatial acuity ( Another likely source of error was the physiologist's practice of dividing a population into "types" based on a to be the case for the B10 bipolar cell in turtle (Haverkamp et al., 1999). This cell depolarizes to long wavesingle parameter. When a P cell showed strong spectral opponency, as some should in a patchy mosaic, it was lengths and hyperpolarizes to middle wavelengths. Its dendrites traced to L cones (identified by red oil dropcalled "type 1," and when another P cell showed weak spectral opponency or none at all, it was called "type lets) formed the central elements at the cone invaginations-typical of mGluR6 synapses. Its dendrites 3"-even though the "types" were otherwise identical (Wiesel and Hubel, 1966; Derrington and Lennie, 1984 
